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32 Abstract

33 Crowdsourcing, understood as outsourcing tasks or data collection by a large group of non-
34 professionals, is increasingly used in scientific research and operational applications. In this paper, 
35 we reviewed crowdsourcing initiatives in agricultural science and farming activities and further 
36 discussed the particular characteristics of this approach in the field of agriculture. On-going 
37 crowdsourcing initiatives in agriculture were analysed and categorised according to their 
38 crowdsourcing component. We identified eight types of agricultural data and information that can 
39 be generated from crowdsourcing initiatives. Subsequently we described existing methods of quality 
40 control of the crowdsourced data. We analysed the profiles of potential contributors in 
41 crowdsourcing initiatives in agriculture, suggested ways for increasing farmers’ participation, and 
42 discussed the on-going initiatives in the light of their target beneficiaries. While crowdsourcing is 
43 reported to be an efficient way of collecting observations relevant to environmental monitoring and 
44 contributing to science in general, we pointed out that crowdsourcing applications in agriculture 
45 may be hampered by privacy issues and other barriers to participation. Close connections with the 
46 farming sector, including extension services and farm advisory companies, could leverage the 
47 potential of crowdsourcing for both agricultural research and farming applications. This paper coins 
48 the term of farmsourcing as a professional crowdsourcing strategy in farming activities and provides 
49 a source of recommendations and inspirations for future collaborative actions in agricultural 
50 crowdsourcing. 

51 1 Introduction
52 First coined in 2006 by J. Howe, the editor of the Wired magazine (Howe, 2006), the term 
53 crowdsourcing rapidly gained public uses in the social milieux of the internet and blogospheres. 
54 Crowdsourcing was associated (but not defined) by Howe as a new organisational form inspired by 
55 online firms such as Amazon.com using the crowd or online communities as a way to outsource 
56 several tasks. David Brabham, after a comprehensive work of literature review (Brabham, 2008; 
57 Brabham, 2009; Brabham, 2013) proposed to define crowdsourcing scientifically as… “(…) an online, 
58 distributed problem-solving and production model that leverages the collective intelligence of online 
59 communities to serve specific organizational goals” (Brabham, 2013, p. xix). According to Brabham, 
60 the specificity of crowdsourcing lies in the topical sharing of responsibilities between an organization 
61 (typically a firm) and an online community; between “a bottom-up, open, creative process [and] a 
62 top-down organizational goals” (Brabham, 2013, p. xv). In this sense, crowdsourcing practices are 
63 situated under the control of the institution (being an administration, an academic community, a 
64 corporate firm, …), i.e., the one that manages the activity and defines its objectives, or purposes. As 
65 a result, according to Brabham, open sources software or common-based peer productions such as 
66 Wikipedia should not be labelled crowdsourcing initiatives as the locus of control is in the hand of 
67 the online community. 

68 The term “crowdsourcing” was progressively assigned to many scientific and operational initiatives 
69 aimed at collecting contributions from a large group of people. In scientific research, outstanding 
70 initiatives based on crowdsourcing managed to yield significant scientific outputs (Franzoni & 
71 Sauermann, 2014) such as the project “Foldit”, where contributors can help, through the 
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72 gamification of a scientific task, to improve the understanding of the structure of proteins. This 
73 project currently gathers nearly 200,000 contributors, has resulted in a number of publications in 
74 top journals and has inspired dozens of similar crowdsourcing initiatives in biomedical research 
75 (Belden et al., 2015). Often denominated as community-based monitoring, citizen sensing, or citizen 
76 monitoring, the majority of crowdsourcing initiatives aim at collecting environmental and wildlife 
77 observations by volunteers (Roy et al., 2012). Besides this major field of application, crowdsourcing 
78 initiatives were reported in the fields of astronomy (Raddick et al., 2010), meteorology (Muller et al., 
79 2015), cartography (Heipke, 2010), mathematics (Cranshaw & Kittur, 2011) and human health 
80 (Ranard et al., 2014). These initiatives, in relation with the concept of citizen science, have gained an 
81 increasing interest in the scientific community not only for the potential outcomes that 
82 crowdsourcing-based projects may bring to the researcher’s field of interest but also for studying 
83 crowdsourcing as a scientific object per se (Wiggins & Crowston, 2011; Franzoni & Sauermann, 
84 2014). Although the use of volunteering contributions in the scientific research area originates well 
85 before the internet era (Koerten & van den Besselaar, 2014), current crowdsourcing initiatives are 
86 always mediated by internet platforms. Other ICT tools such as mobile phones considerably foster 
87 the development of citizen sensing initiatives. The quality of the inputs collected through 
88 crowdsourcing is a major point of discussions in several projects (e.g., Muller et al., 2015), as well as 
89 the data quality procedures that are needed to improve the quality of the inputs (Allahbakhsh et al., 
90 2013). Some authors claim that “higher quality information can be derived from vast amounts of low 
91 quality data” (De Longueville, 2016), which is related to the so-called “big data” paradigm. Several 
92 studies further investigated the profiles of the contributors to crowdsourcing initiatives (e.g., 
93 Newman et al., 2012; Neis & Zielstra, 2014; Ranard et al., 2014) and their motivations (e.g., Raddick 
94 et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2013; Koerten & van den Besselaar, 2014; Nov et al., 2014).

95 Large-scale, successful projects such as the ones developed in environmental monitoring are still 
96 lacking in the agriculture sector. It is sometimes argued that farmers may be reluctant to use new 
97 ICT tools such as crowdsourcing applications. However, specific applications are increasingly adopted 
98 when the tools are relevant and meet their current practices, e.g., weather forecasts on a mobile 
99 application. More complex ICT tools such as precision agriculture applications are also increasingly 

100 used (GNSS, 2015), in both industrialized and developing countries (USAID, 2013). This trend is 
101 supported by the facts that mobile phones are used worldwide and mobile connectivity is increasing 
102 to reach complete spatial coverage in many rural areas. 

103 Although not always denominated as crowdsourcing, there is a long tradition of setting participatory 
104 approaches in research and development projects in agriculture, attempting to facilitate the 
105 farmers-researchers interactions or to simply collect and aggregate agricultural information from 
106 farmers (van Etten, 2011). Dissemination of research and development knowledge in agriculture is 
107 often organized by national or regional agricultural agencies or structures, also known as extension 
108 services, or by farm consultants from private companies, which all aim to transfer scientific 
109 knowledge and new technologies to farmers. However, a gap remains between scientists and 
110 farmers. Scientists may not understand or even know the farmer needs. In addition, many project 
111 outputs fail to meet the farmers’ fields or needs, even if research outputs are pertinent. More 
112 recently, there was a receding investment in agricultural extension services in some countries due to 
113 a decrease of public funding, and/or their missions had to be largely reformulated, which delayed 
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114 research and technology dissemination and transfer. Some participatory approaches such as 
115 participatory learning were successfully applied to agricultural research and development projects 
116 and helped to bridge the gap between scientists and farmers (Pretty, 1995). Recently, Beza et al. 
117 (2017) identified crowdsourcing of farmers’ data as an alternative way of getting field observations 
118 to conduct yield gap analysis, alongside with remote sensing and sensor networks. Crowdsourcing 
119 applications in agriculture cannot only provide inputs that meet the agricultural researchers’ needs, 
120 but also help closing the knowledge dissemination loop between researchers and practitioners and 
121 foster farmer-to-farmer interactions. Therefore, there are huge opportunities for scientists and 
122 practitioners in developing crowdsourcing applications in agriculture.

123 We reviewed crowdsourcing projects in agricultural applications and classified them according to the 
124 type of inputs (data, information or knowledge) provided through crowdsourcing (section 2). We 
125 reported crowdsourcing applications mentioned in the scientific literature and websites, especially 
126 citizen science platforms, and also built on the cumulated experience of the authors of this 
127 manuscript in several years of participatory research projects in agriculture with close connections 
128 to extension services and farmers (e.g., Lebrun et al., 2014). Subsequently we identified 8 types of 
129 inputs that could be collected through crowdsourcing for agricultural applications (section 3) and 
130 reported data quality control methods (section 4). Finally, we identified the profiles of contributors, 
131 discussed farmers’ participation and contributors’ motivations, and explored the potential benefits 
132 for science and/or farming activities of these crowdsourcing initiatives in agriculture (section 5). We 
133 coin the term of farmsourcing as a crowdsourcing strategy involving professionals working in the 
134 field of agriculture.

135

136 2 Crowdsourcing applications in agriculture
137

138 We defined crowdsourcing as (1) the realisation of specific tasks or (2) the collection of data, 
139 information or knowledge, by a network of persons (the contributors) that are not doing so for their 
140 normal professional activities. Crowdsourcing contributors may receive monetary retribution for 
141 their work, or not (Schenk & Guittard, 2011). Following the first component of this definition, 
142 crowdsourcing resorts to the externalisation of repetitive tasks at no or low cost by volunteers or 
143 low-paid contributors, or in a broader perspective to more complex collaborative activities where 
144 the expertise of highly-skilled experts is needed. Following the second component, crowdsourcing is 
145 applied to the collection of data or information by volunteers, which is also known as citizen sensing 
146 (Boulos et al., 2011), participatory sensing, or community-based monitoring (Conrad & Hilchey, 
147 2011). Crowdsourcing is often associated with the longer-standing concepts of citizen science 
148 (Wiggins & Crowston, 2011) or participatory science. Crowdsourcing and citizen science initiatives in 
149 the last decade were strongly supported by the development of the internet. In agriculture research, 
150 the use of crowdsourcing can particularly be filiated with the participatory approaches in research 
151 and development projects (van Etten, 2011). In the remainder of this manuscript, we propose the 
152 term of “farmsourcing” for crowdsourcing applications involving professional stakeholders in the 
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153 agriculture sector working on a voluntary basis to exchange information. Unlike common 
154 crowdsourcing, information timeliness and information beyond observation, i.e., which cannot be 
155 derived from earth imagery or ground observation, are particularly important in the farmsourcing 
156 approach.

157 Note that throughout this paper, we distinguish between data, information, and knowledge, as 
158 proposed by Ackoff (1989). Crowdsourced data can be raw measurements of environmental 
159 variables, geographical features such as the coordinates of a measurement point or field boundaries, 
160 visual observations (notes or photographs) or any inputs that are provided without interpretation. 
161 Information is interpreted data that becomes useful, as for example, the processing of an image 
162 leading to the identification of a plant. Finally, knowledge is understood as organized information 
163 that is held by the contributors, based on their experience and empirical observations. 

164 We reviewed recent applications of crowdsourcing use in agricultural research and development 
165 activities in a non-exhaustive list (Table 1) and propose the following categorization of 
166 crowdsourcing developments in the agricultural sector, with a few examples reported in the field of 
167 agricultural research or applications. This categorization applies to the reviewed projects but may be 
168 also used for future projects. Note that the initiatives reported here are mainly from the research 
169 domain, but not only. The beneficiaries of these initiatives are either scientists, farmers, other 
170 beneficiaries, or a mix of these categories, as discussed in the last section. An exhaustive list of 
171 crowdsourcing-based projects in the field of agriculture is out of the scope of this work and it worth 
172 noting that many initiatives are not reported in the scientific literature. 

173

174 2.1 Crowdsourcing of tasks
175 According to the first component of our definition, crowdsourcing is based on the externalisation of 
176 simple or complex tasks. Numerous scientific projects using crowdsourcing are based on this 
177 approach, such as human interpretation of galaxy images (Raddick et al., 2010), mathematical 
178 problem solving (Cranshaw & Kittur, 2011) and classification of land cover based on easily accessible 
179 earth imagery (Fritz et al., 2012; See et al., 2015). 

180 In the field of agriculture and environment, projects such as Pl@ntNet (Goëau et al., 2013) aim at 
181 identifying plant species by a combination of computer-automated image analysis based on machine 
182 learning and plant image collection through crowdsourcing. Using a mobile application, the 
183 contributor takes a picture of a plant and attempts to identify the plant using the automated image 
184 classification. However, if the contributor can identify the plant based on his own knowledge, the 
185 correctly classified image is used to feed the image database and so contributes to the efficiency of 
186 the machine learning algorithm. More directly applied to the agricultural sector is a project about 
187 plant disease image identification, PlantVillage Image (Hughes & Salathé 2015), which is dedicated to 
188 help farmers identify pests and diseases that affect their crops. In late 2015, more than 50,000 crop 
189 disease images of 16 crops were available. Most images originated from experimental research 
190 stations and were provided by skilled technicians who took high-quality photographs of the leaves 
191 affected by several diseases following a rigorous protocol. Similarly, Rahman et al. (2015) set up a 
192 methodology for weed identification based on a combination of computer-automated image 
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193 analysis and two levels of crowdsourcing. First, a non-expert crowd from a web-based 
194 crowdsourcing platform attempts to perform weed identification, if not already performed by the 
195 computer. Secondly, a set of experienced professionals working in agricultural extension services 
196 validates the identification or contribute to the identification of non-classified images. Weed images 
197 are mostly taken by farmers who in turn benefit from the identification of the weed but also other 
198 related information about weed management and control. 

199

200 2.2 Crowdsourcing of local visual observations
201 In situ data collection is a cumbersome task and data limitation is often encountered in 
202 environmental modelling, especially for highly complex environment systems or with a high spatio-
203 temporal variability. One of the main issues of field officers that collect data or make observations is 
204 the time it takes to go from one place to another. Crowdsourcing of visual observations made by 
205 local people allows that a large amount of data can be more easily collected through many 
206 operators. A large number of examples of crowdsourcing of local visual observations in 
207 environmental sciences exists in the field of biodiversity monitoring, often denominated as 
208 community-based environmental monitoring (Conrad & Hilchey, 2011). Visual observations are 
209 recorded and communicated by short notes and/or by photographs (Roy et al., 2012) that are 
210 uploaded on a web platform. Dedicated mobile applications can support the monitoring of 
211 environmental observations and dozens of mobile phone applications are available (e.g., see 
212 http://brunalab.org/apps/ for a list). In particular, a generic tool is the Open Data Kit framework that 
213 allows to quickly deploy a customized mobile phone application for environmental data collection. 
214 This framework was used in several research applications (Chaudhri et al., 2012) and has the 
215 prominent advantage of enabling the field data collection without internet connection. 

216 However, while several crowdsourcing of local visual observations initiatives took off in 
217 environmental sciences, there are only few examples of widely-used initiatives in the specific field of 
218 agriculture. In the field of crop breeding, van Etten (2011) proposed the design of a large scale 
219 crowdsourcing system for crop improvement and implemented it through pilot studies in Africa, 
220 India and Central America (van Etten et al., 2016). In this approach, denominated as participatory 
221 variety selection, farmers are asked to evaluate and report crop growth performance for different 
222 crop varieties, in farming conditions. For a long time, farmers are asked to provide observations to 
223 extension services and scientists, with or without monetary compensation, and at relatively small 
224 scale. In a sense this is a very early form of crowdsourcing.

225

226 2.3 Crowdsourcing of data from disseminated sensor measurements
227 A lot of environmental and agricultural variables can be measured in situ using permanent or 
228 portable measuring devices. Using a large network of distributed sensors has been successful in 
229 numerous crowdsourcing projects. In the field of hydrology, Lowry & Fienen (2013) compared 
230 stream gauge measurements from volunteers to official measurements. Based on the potential of 
231 every mobile phone as an environmental sensor, Overeem et al. (2013) demonstrated that 

http://brunalab.org/apps/
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232 temperature sensors of the mobile phone batteries could be used to retrieve outside air 
233 temperature in 8 major cities, where the concentration of mobile devices is particularly high.

234 GPS-driven agriculture machinery, low-cost environmental sensors and mobile devices equipped 
235 with basic sensors have considerably increased the amount of data that could be exploited for 
236 agricultural applications, which together are at the origin of the concept of big data in agriculture 
237 (Sonka, 2014; Wolfert et al., 2017). In the field of agricultural research, Francone et al. (2014) 
238 developed a mobile application, PocketLAI, that enables measuring the leaf area index of a crop 
239 cover using the accelerometer and camera of common mobile devices. The leaf area index, which is 
240 defined as the total one‐sided area of leaf tissue per unit ground surface area, is a commonly-used 
241 biophysical variable in the crop and remote sensing scientific community for assessing the biomass 
242 of a crop cover and monitoring vegetation growth (Bréda et al., 2003). However, this variable per se 
243 is not familiar to farmers. While the leaf area index is correlated with biomass or grain yield, 
244 empirical relationships that translate leaf area index into other variables of interest are necessary to 
245 meet the farmers’ needs and to further leverage the potential of the application to be used outside 
246 of the research area. Another project is PhotosynQ (Kramer, 2016), which aims at collecting a large 
247 amount of plant health data using a web-based platform together with disseminated plant sensors. 
248 The sensor measures plant fluorescence parameters as well as basic environmental variables (air 
249 temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure and altitude). Contributors can submit on the 
250 web platform their own project based on this sensor, resulting in a large number of projects 
251 targeting different plant species in various environments. Another example is the participatory 
252 experiment reported by Marx et al. (2016), where GPS devices and cameras embedded in mobile 
253 phones were used for measuring crop height in a maize field. The experiment concluded that 
254 measuring maize height using a simple ruler was more robust than a method based on the 
255 automated processing of plant images taken by the phone camera.

256 Although rarely reported in the scientific literature, applications based on the crowdsourcing of data 
257 that are more dedicated to the farmers’ needs exist. For instance, the YieldCheck application from 
258 the Potato Crop Management project in the UK (www.potatocropmanagement.com) combines a 
259 web platform and mobile application allowing potato growers to collect data about their crops (field 
260 location, crop variety, planting and emergence dates) with a mobile phone and gives back to 
261 growers yield forecasting information. In the same way, the Akkerweb platform developed by 
262 Wageningen University and Research in the Netherlands (www.akkerweb.nl) allows the 
263 centralisation of field information combined with satellite and soil data to provide an integrated 
264 cropping plan to farmers. These farm-sourced information can then be shared with consultants to 
265 optimize crop production at the field scale. However, both projects so far do not gather the collected 
266 data for further research or operational applications, meaning that data are just collected for a 
267 single use. 

268

269 2.4 Crowdsourcing of knowledge
270 Although rarely viewed as crowdsourcing applications, user-generated content web platforms, such 
271 as knowledge portals, Questions & Answers (Q&A) forums and wikis have a great potential for 

http://www.potatocropmanagement.com/
http://www.akkerweb.nl/
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272 gathering information and knowledge. A knowledge portal can be defined as a web platform that 
273 provides access to an ensemble of knowledge resources. Q&A forums are specific knowledge portals 
274 where the information is generated by the contributors of the forums through questions and 
275 answers, potentially moderated by the administrator of the forum or other contributors. Readers of 
276 the forum can build their own knowledge about a specific topic by gathering the user-generated 
277 information that is archived in the forum (passive use) or by contributing with questions and 
278 answers (active use). In some fields of expertise such as computer programming, Q&A forums such 
279 as www.stackoverflow.com have become a primary source of information that have rendered the 
280 existing official software documentation obsolete (Treude et al., 2011). The wiki platforms are based 
281 on a collaborative content-management system that allows to organise the user-generated content, 
282 ultimately generating online encyclopedias, such as Wikipedia. 

283 In the field of agriculture, a recent platform is Croprotech (Bruce, 2016) that aims to provide 
284 information about weeds, pests and diseases to farmers in the UK while seeking to establish a two-
285 way relationship between scientists (who designed the platform) and farmers. Several Q&A forums 
286 relate to agriculture in different languages and regional contexts (e.g., Hansen et al., 2014; Hughes & 
287 Salathé, 2015, Table 1). Q&A forums can help practitioners getting know-how, disseminating new 
288 practices and technologies, and validating and legitimating informal knowledge, as the backbone of a 
289 community of practice (Hansen et al., 2014). The topics addressed in these Q&A forums are diverse 
290 and the forums are often subdivided in specific sections, such as agricultural machinery with advice 
291 for choice, hints for maintenance and repair, crop and animal productions, pests and diseases 
292 (identification and interventions), trade and market, information about agricultural regulations, job 
293 offers in the agriculture sector, informal discussions, and sections about specific crops or agricultural 
294 activities (e.g., vineyard production). In line with the open-source knowledge movement, some web 
295 platforms propose to elaborate innovative prototypes of tools designed for a particular purpose, 
296 which are shared under an open source licence. In the farming sector, FarmHack 
297 (www.farmhack.org) proposes hundreds of prototypes of agricultural machines, often tailored for 
298 small-scale farming, as well as software and mobile applications. Contributors are able to submit 
299 their ideas and co-construct an open-source licensed prototype, potentially with the help of other 
300 contributors. A large number of blogs exist on agriculture, often maintained by farmers who want to 
301 share specific information to other farmers or to popularize their work to the general public. These 
302 knowledge portals and web-based platforms help to disseminate new agricultural practices 
303 worldwide, such as the use of new technologies, or alternative ways of conducting specific 
304 operations such as organic farming. 

305

Name Website
Short 
description

Crowdsourcing 
component Reference

Pl@ntNet www.plantnet-project.org

Plant 
identification by 
image analysis Task

Goëau et 
al., 2013

PlantVillage 
Image www.plantvillage.org

Plant disease 
identification by 
image analysis Task

Hughes & 
Salathé, 
2015

none none Weed Task Rahman et 

http://www.stackoverflow.com/
http://www.farmhack.org/
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identification by 
image analysis

al., 2015

GeoWIKI http://geo-wiki.org

Land-use 
mapping based 
on satellite 
imagery Task

Fritz et al., 
2009

DIYlandcover http://mappingafrica.princeton.edu

Land-use 
mapping based 
on satellite 
imagery Task

Estes et al., 
2016

none none

Reporting of on-
farm trial of crop 
varieties

Local visual 
observations

van Etten et 
al., 2016

PocketLAI www.cassandralab.com

Mobile application 
for enabling leaf 
area index 
measurements

Data from 
disseminated 
sensor 
measurements

Francone et 
al., 2014

PhotosynQ www.photosynq.org

Web platform for 
crowdsourcing 
projects based on 
plant 
measurements

Data from 
disseminated 
sensor 
measurements

Kramer, 
2016

Akkerweb www.akkerweb.nl

Web platform for 
farm-sourcing 
information and 
private/public-
supported 
applications

Data from 
disseminated 
sensor 
measurements none

Potato Crop 
Management www.potatocropmanagement.com

Web platform for 
data collection 
and yield 
forecasting

Data from 
disseminated 
sensor 
measurements none

LandPKS http://landpotential.org

Integrating 
scientific and 
local knowledge 
and improving 
farmer-to-farmer 
interactions Knowledge

Herrick et 
al., 2013

FarmHack http://farmhack.org

Web platform for 
sharing plans of 
prototypes for 
agricultural 
applications Knowledge none

Croprotech https://croprotect.com

Web platform for 
sharing scientific 
information about 
weeds, pests and 
diseases. Knowledge Bruce, 2016

PlantVillage www.plantvillage.org

Q&A forum on 
plant culture and 
phytopathology Knowledge none

AgTalk http://talk.newagtalk.com

General Q&A 
forum on 
agriculture Knowledge

Hansen et 
al., 2014

306 Table 1: Review of crowdsourcing projects related to agricultural applications

307
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308 3 What information to collect? 
309 We established a list of data, information and knowledge inputs that can be provided by 
310 crowdsourcing in agriculture (Table 2). These items are either inputs that are collected in existing 
311 projects, or inputs for which potential crowdsourcing projects could be designed in the future. 

312

Short description Source Target
Projects / 
References

Agricultural 
land-use 
/land cover 
data

Delineation of agricultural 
parcels and description of 
land use and land cover 
(crop sequencing)

From satellite, 
airborne or UAV 
imagery digitalisation 
and visual 
observations

For 
environmental 
and crop 
modelling, yield 
forecasting, …

OpenStreetMap 
(Minet et al., 2015); 
Geo-Wiki (Fritz et al., 
2012); Collect Earth 
(Bey et al., 2016); 
DIYlandcover (Estes 
et al., 2016)

Soil data Soil parameters useful for 
agricultural applications: 
texture, structure, organic 
matter content, pH, nutrient 
content (N, P, K), water 
content

From ground or near 
remote sensing, from 
soil surveys, from 
laboratories database

For farmers and 
recommendation 
systems

Rossiter et al., 2015

Weather 
data

Records of weather 
variables (temperature, 
precipitation, relative 
humidity)

From meteorological 
stations network

For farmers, 
warning and 
recommendation 
systems

Muller et al., 2015, 
Overeem et al., 2013

Crop 
phenology 
and 
calendar 
information

Records of phenological 
events and of field 
interventions

From UAV or close 
range remote 
sensing, from farmers

For crop 
modelling, yield 
forecasting, legal 
aspects

none

Pests and 
diseases

Observations of pests and 
diseases, photographs

From farmers, from 
technical expert

For pests and 
diseases 
monitoring, 
warning systems, 
time scheduling 
for farmers

PlantVillage Image 
(Hugues & Salathé, 
2015); Rahman et al., 
2015

Yield and 
vegetation 
status

Yield data per field, 
vegetation status 
measurements, fractional 
cover, biomass, leaf area 
index, …

From UAV or close 
range remote 
sensing, from farmers

For crop 
modelling, yield 
forecasting, crop 
monitoring

PocketLAI, Francone 
et al., 2014

Prices Prices of agricultural 
products

From farmers and 
marketers

For farmers and 
marketers

Pommak

General 
agricultural 
knowledge

General knowledge and 
know-how about agriculture: 
can be information about 
crop calendar, farming 
practices, agricultural 
machinery issues, crop and 
animal productions, pests 
and diseases, stocks and 
market information, 
information about 
regulations, etc. 

From farmers For farmers Agtalk; PlantVillage; 
Hansen et al., 2014
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313 Table 2 : Type of inputs to collect in farmsourcing projects

314

315 3.1 Agricultural land-use data
316 Agricultural land-use data is supported by points or agricultural parcels limits, namely the 
317 geolocalised shapes of the parcels and their land-use / land cover (LULC) features. The LULC of 
318 agricultural parcels may be stable over the years in case of permanent grasslands or for specific 
319 crops (e.g., rice, sugar cane) or may change from one growing season to another where fields are 
320 cultivated under crop rotations. In the latter case, the information should be frequently updated. 
321 Crowdsourcing projects such as OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org), Geo-Wiki (Fritz et al., 
322 2012), Collect Earth (Bey et al., 2016) or DIYlandcover (Estes et al., 2016) have proven that a 
323 tremendous amount of geographical land-use information can be efficiently collected through 
324 crowdsourcing, i.e., in so-called volunteered geographical information systems. The two projects 
325 Geo-Wiki and DIYlandcover produced maps of the cropping area and of the parcel sizes, at the global 
326 scale for Geo-Wiki (Fritz et al., 2015) and in South Africa for DIYlandcover. However, these 
327 crowdsourcing-based projects do not inform about the specific crop cover, namely the crop species 
328 that are usually or currently grown in the agricultural lands. In the case of OpenStreetMap, a number 
329 of tags (i.e., classes) were defined to map agricultural areas, i.e., farmland, meadow, orchard, 
330 vineyard and horticulture, mostly under the commonly-used “landuse” tag, and to a lesser extent, 
331 under the “landcover” tag. From these two tags, only basic distinctions between crop land and 
332 grassland could be made, and, up to now, precise delineations of individual parcels is mostly missing. 
333 However, specific crop types are mapped in OpenStreetMap under the tag “crop” that is preferably 
334 used for permanent cropping systems, with rice, grass and maize being the top used values. 
335 OpenStreetMap therefore has the potential of providing crop types map (Minet et al., 2015) but this 
336 is still not fully exploitable due to the lack of completeness and the poor update of the information. 

337

338 3.2 Soil data
339 There are several kind of soil data that can be of interest for agricultural applications: textural 
340 classes, structure, organic matter content, pH, nutrient content (particularly mineral nitrogen 
341 submitted to quick change). These data may be of direct interest for farmers or for pedologists in 
342 order to improve current soil maps. Rossiter et al. (2015) reviewed existing applications of 
343 crowdsourcing projects targeting soil data and listed soil properties that could be collected in order 
344 to improve soil maps. Crowdsourcing platforms for soil data could benefit from regular soil analysis 
345 made by extension services and private laboratories, which may communicate their soil survey 
346 results to a centralized web platform. 

347

348 3.3 Weather data
349 Accurate local weather information is very important for farmers since the farming calendar and 
350 several farm operations but also agricultural warning or recommendation systems heavily depend 
351 on the weather. A lot of mobile applications providing weather services exists, a majority of them 
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352 using data from official and/or amateur weather stations (Muller et al., 2015). Crowdsourcing 
353 precipitation data is particularly appealing as rainfall, especially from convective storms, is largely 
354 uncorrelated in space. Not only farmers but also farm planners, operators of large machinery or 
355 processing factories largely depend on good weather information. While waterlogging and flood can 
356 be very localised, drought or heat conditions are more widespread in a region. In exchange for 
357 providing data on potential damages, farmers might benefit from specific forecasts that may help 
358 adaptation for instance on irrigation scheduling or crop disease control. 

359

360 3.4 Phenology and crop calendar information
361 Phenology refers to the study of the seasonal life cycle events, which are dependent to the 
362 variations of climate from year to year. Crowdsourcing projects for the collection of environmental 
363 phenology observations are the most developed crowdsourcing projects globally (e.g., National 
364 Phenology Network, US, Betancourt et al., 2007). These projects report phenological observations of 
365 plant or animal life cycles, such as bud bursting, flowering or animal migration, with contributions 
366 mostly from citizen scientists interested in wildlife observations. Though specific professional 
367 applications to collect phenological data exist (McEwan & McCarthy, 2005), we did not find similar, 
368 large-scale projects for agricultural applications. In cultivated lands, phenology is not only driven by 
369 climate, but also by crop and field management. In that respect, the crop calendar, comprising field 
370 preparation dates (ploughing, fine-ploughing), sowing/planting dates, emergence, flowering, 
371 maturity and harvest dates are key data to collect. There is a long tradition of reporting crop 
372 phenology stages from agronomists and crop scientists (e.g., Demarée & Curnel, 2008), who may 
373 report not only the aforementioned events but also more precise plant phenological stages that are 
374 specific to each crop, such as the Zadoks (1974) or the BBCH (Bleiholder et al., 1989; Hack et al., 
375 1992) scales. These data are of a primary importance for vegetation monitoring and crop modelling, 
376 at times supported by earth observation data. Despite the ease of phenological observations, 
377 specific protocols need to be developed to make reliable observations that can be compared across 
378 geographical regions, such as for projects on wildlife phenology data collection (Wiggins & Crowston, 
379 2011). For instance, the emergence of a crop (i.e., the time when first green tissues emerge from the 
380 soil after sowing or planting) at the field level is usually defined when emergence can be observed 
381 within 90% of the field area. 

382

383 3.5 Weeds, pests and diseases
384 A large amount of crowdsourcing projects are related to the observations of wildlife in general 
385 through visual observations and photographs (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). These projects usually 
386 apply to a global or local watch of a particular taxon or species, sometimes providing the contributor 
387 with automated or semi-automated recognition by image processing. However, projects that applied 
388 the same principles for farming applications are few, e.g., PlantVillage Image (Hugues & Salathé, 
389 2015) or the weed identification set up by Rahman et al. (2015). While the primary goal of 
390 Croprotech (Bruce, 2016) is to provide information toward farmers, they can also contribute by 
391 reporting weed, pest, and disease observations. Since these projects were recently designed, it is too 
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392 early to evaluate the success of these initiatives in terms of data collection and farmers’ satisfaction. 
393 Pest and diseases infections on crops can be difficult to identify, and require expert contributions. 
394 Farmers may be particularly motivated to provide observations as they are highly concerned with 
395 the emergence of pests and diseases and their control. From the scientific side, there is a huge 
396 demand for regional or global observations of pests and diseases in cropping systems for crop 
397 disease modelling and forecasting, particularly within the context of climate change and agriculture 
398 extensification. For extension services in agriculture, such information is of prime importance to 
399 identify risks and supply in return recommendation to farmers for diseases and pests control. 

400

401 3.6 Yield and vegetation status
402 Agricultural yield, namely, the quantity of crop or animal production per farming area or agricultural 
403 inputs, is a commonly collected variable that is important for many stakeholders in the field of 
404 agriculture: extension services, government officers, market analysts, researchers and the agri-food 
405 industry. In crop research and development, crop yield is usually the top variable of interest when 
406 comparing crop varieties, different crop management options (e.g., regarding the date of sowing, 
407 soil preparation, fertilization, etc.), as well as for crop model calibration. Crop production can be 
408 estimated using crop models or earth observation data. In that respect, vegetation status can be 
409 approximated by several variables, such as biomass (aerial or ground), fractional cover, or leaf area 
410 index (LAI). These variables are often used for monitoring the vegetation growth or detecting 
411 diseases during the growing season before being able to measure the yield by harvesting. The 
412 mobile application PocketLAI (Francone et al., 2014), which aims at measuring the LAI in the field, 
413 was not so far coupled with a crowdsourcing system for gathering crop development information. 
414 Actually, although crop and animal production (meat or dairy production) is often well-known by the 
415 farmers, this information is confidential and is rarely shared. Therefore, the sensitivity of this 
416 information precludes the development of crowdsourcing projects aimed at gathering yield data. 

417

418 3.7 Prices
419 Prices of agricultural products is a key information for producers and marketers. Individual 
420 stakeholders of production chain may strengthen their commercial position through exchange of 
421 information on prices. An example is the Pommak initiative (www.pommak.be) that has been 
422 developed recently in Belgium by extension services of the potato sector to gather prices 
423 information on potato aiming to mutualise the access to the free market prices. 

424

425 3.8 General agriculture knowledge
426 General agriculture knowledge concerns agricultural activities, such as agricultural machinery, crop 
427 and animal productions, pests and diseases, trade and market, information about regulations, etc. 
428 Several web-based knowledge portals gather general knowledge and know-how concerning 
429 agricultural activities (see section “Crowdsourcing of knowledge”). Most of this knowledge is 
430 provided by the farmers based on their own experience. Examples of knowledge that is shared are 

http://www.pommak.be/
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431 mechanical problems arising with agricultural machinery and how to fix it, advices for purchasing 
432 new machinery or agricultural inputs, tips and tricks about conducting specific agricultural 
433 operations, animal health issues, pests and diseases identification and how or when to intervene, 
434 etc. A major issue in knowledge portals, Q&A forums or blogs is that they are often mono-linguistic, 
435 and that minor language communities have access to a lower amount of information than widely-
436 spread languages. 

437

438 4 Data quality
439 The question of the data quality obtained through crowdsourcing or citizen science projects has 
440 received specific attention, especially since many crowdsourcing-based studies are published in the 
441 scientific literature. Data quality is reported to increase with the number of contributions (e.g., as 
442 cited in Muller et al., 2015), and it is even reported that high quality data can emerge from a vast 
443 amount of low quality data (De Longueville, 2015). It does not mean that more contributions 
444 automatically result in better quality outputs, but rather that more contributions allow for a stronger 
445 quality check of the crowdsourced data. 

446 Data quality is particularly sensitive for agricultural applications that aim to give recommendations 
447 to practitioners. For instance, information on crop diseases observation or pests detection coming 
448 from a network of operators is often used to feed warning systems to help control the development 
449 of pests and diseases and to give pesticides application recommendations. Therefore, systems of 
450 validation of the collected information are strongly recommended to avoid mismatch in the 
451 delivered recommendations towards farmers.

452 4.1 Crowdsourcing data model approaches
453 The goal of many crowdsourcing initiatives is to collect inputs at a lesser cost or in a greater extent 
454 than traditional, professional data collection methods. It can be expected that crowdsourced 
455 contributions are of lesser quality than professionally-collected data. This issue can be partly 
456 circumvented by designing a strict crowdsourcing data model, e.g., based on pre-defined classes 
457 with a certain number of properties to fill in and by setting data quality control methods. 

458 However, crowdsourcing approaches based on more flexible data models have shown a greater 
459 potential to 1) support unanticipated evolution of the crowdsourcing initiatives and 2) attract and 
460 maintain a larger group of contributors (Lukyanenko et al., 2014). For instance, the specific data 
461 model of OpenStreetMap allows the contributors to map any kind of features that exist on the 
462 ground and to describe them with properties left to the user choice. First, this allows unexpected 
463 geographical features to be digitalized in the database, while a minimum of standardisation is 
464 ensured by the community that edicts rules of mapping for the most common features. Second, this 
465 fosters the participation, as contributors with varying levels of expertise can apply. Lukyanenko et al. 
466 (2014) empirically demonstrated that letting the contributors to define the classes of the model 
467 results in an overall better accuracy and minimises information losses. 

468 4.2 Recommendations for data quality control
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469 Following Allahbakhsh et al. (2013), we distinguish between design and run-time approaches for 
470 improving data quality in crowdsourcing systems. Prior to its deployment, the crowdsourcing 
471 platform must be properly designed to ensure that high quality contributions will be recorded 
472 (design approach). In the run-time approach, a number of quality control checks may include the 
473 identification of high quality contributions and the subsequent evaluation of the quality of the 
474 inputs. Note that the approaches of validation and quality control traditionally applied in science 
475 also apply to crowdsourcing-based research projects, such as the ultimate peer-reviewing process 
476 (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). Hereafter, we identified several ways of improving and evaluating 
477 the quality of data obtained through crowdsourcing initiatives:

478 1. Replication

479 A common way of ensuring high quality data obtained by crowdsourcing is to replicate the task or 
480 the data collection by different contributors. This is easily applicable in projects based on the 
481 crowdsourcing of tasks, such as the human interpretation of weeds images in Rahman et al. (2015). 

482 2. Community checking

483 In some crowdsourcing initiatives, the community of contributors can correct low-quality inputs or 
484 detect vandalism. Similarly to the collaborative encyclopedia Wikipedia, this is observed in the 
485 OpenStreetMap project, where some contributors declare that they are busier with checking the 
486 inputs of other contributors than with providing new inputs (Heipke, 2010). Of course, community 
487 checking mostly applies to objectively collected data such as geographic information or to specific 
488 tasks that can be replicated. 

489 3. Contributors training, profiling and reputation

490 Some crowdsourcing initiatives impose a specific training of the contributors prior to their effective 
491 contributions. Contributors can also be evaluated during their work using specific quality check 
492 tasks, e.g., the DIYlandcover project (see below), which allows evaluating the accuracy of the 
493 contributions. Online forums increasingly rely on user reputation to benchmark the answers to 
494 questions or even to allow performing specific tasks, such as in the www.stackoverflow.com fora 
495 where users can vote or comment on a question only if they have a sufficient reputation score. 

496 4. Discard outliers

497 Outliers can be discarded according to physically-plausible bounds or based on expert-knowledge. 
498 This is an obvious way of performing a first quality check of the data, although good/bad 
499 contributions may be discarded/kept depending on the threshold that is used. 

500 5. Comparison to reference data

501 Crowdsourced inputs may be compared to reference data or other source of information, if 
502 available. This approach was applied to volunteered geographic information initiatives, where 
503 reference geographic information exists (e.g., Flanagin & Metzger, 2008; Heipke, 2010; Neis & 
504 Zielstra, 2014; Senaratne et al., 2016). 

http://www.stackoverflow.com
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505 6. Checking coherence of spatial/temporal information

506 Since environmental variables such as weather records, soil properties or ecological data are often 
507 spatially and/or temporally correlated, they can be easily validated against a regression model or 
508 interpolation method. For instance, temperature records can be cross-validated against a simulated 
509 temperature field obtained by spatial interpolation (Muller et al., 2015). 

510

511 In the DIYlandcover project, the quality of the classification of land cover is assured by a complex 
512 procedure of contributors’ training and evaluation (Estes et al., 2016). The contributors must pass a 
513 qualification test in order to be able to participate. Once qualified, the quality of their work is 
514 continuously monitored and assessed by making them partly work on data sets that were already 
515 mapped before by experts, the so-called quality assessment sites. DIYlandcover contributors do not 
516 know if they are working on quality assessment or on unmapped sites. This quality assessment 
517 method allows to score the contributions from specific contributors and also to attribute bonus 
518 payments to the most qualified contributors, since DIYlandcover contributors are remunerated for 
519 their work. In an application of the mapping of land cover in South Africa (Estes et al., 2016), the 
520 overall classification quality was 91%, but varied largely depending on the contributors. In a similar 
521 image interpretation task based on a non-expert crowd, the overall accuracy of weeds classification 
522 was about 80% (Rahman et al., 2015), with a minimum of 10 answers to reach this accuracy. 

523

524 5 Contributors and beneficiaries of agricultural crowdsourcing 
525

526 5.1 Contributors profiles
527 In a similar study about the potential of citizen science for soil mapping, Rossiter et al. (2015) 
528 identified 9 groups of persons, sharing common work and/or interests, which may contribute to soil 
529 data and information collection. In the particular case of farmsourcing, a large part of the inputs 
530 should ideally be provided by contributors who belong to the farming sector. Farmers are the first 
531 contributors in the crowdsourcing of knowledge through Q&A forums dedicated to agriculture. 
532 However, we could not assess the participation rate of farmers in the other farmsourcing initiatives. 
533 Extension agents and agricultural scientists were reported to be strongly involved in some initiatives, 
534 such as in the collection of weeds (Rahman et al., 2015) and plant diseases (Hugues & Salathé, 2015) 
535 images. Lastly, citizen scientists, such as outdoor enthusiasts (i.e., people spending leisure time in 
536 hiking, bird watching, etc.), actively contribute to crowdsourcing projects in community-based 
537 environmental monitoring activities. Contributors from other crowdsourcing projects may also join 
538 farmsourcing projects, especially if those are supported by large citizen science platforms such as 
539 www.zooniverse.org and www.scistarter.com (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). Similar to platforms of 
540 open-source software development, new projects that are hosted in Zooniverse benefit from the 
541 expertise of the network of crowdsourcing projects for designing the project and the ways to foster 
542 the participation and also potentially attract contributors from other projects. 
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543 Regarding the skills of the contributors, the assumption that volunteers in crowdsourcing projects 
544 are always non-experts can be faulty (Wiggins & Crowston, 2011). Even if made on a voluntary basis, 
545 numerous crowdsourcing contributions are actually performed by professionals working in the field 
546 of the crowdsourcing application. For instance, a study about the collaborative mapping project 
547 OpenStreetMap showed that 50% of the respondents of a survey about the profile of contributors 
548 had degrees or worked in the fields of computer sciences or geography-related disciplines (Neis & 
549 Zielstra, 2014). In the application proposed by Rahman et al. (2015), weeds identification is 
550 performed by a combination of contributions made by non-expert, inexpensive crowdsourcing and 
551 expert, professional extension agents. In the PlantVillage Q&A forum on plant diseases (Hughes & 
552 Salathé, 2015), the top contributors are plant pathologists working in scientific research. 

553

554 5.2 Farmers’ participation and motivations
555 Farmers’ involvements in participatory research can take different forms: providing useful 
556 information to scientists, collecting data themselves, or helping design the research questions. 
557 However, farmers may be reluctant to participate in research projects because of potential mistrust 
558 between farmers and scientists. This mistrust partly originates from the fear that research results 
559 may be used to put in place burdening regulations against some farming activities. Therefore, a 
560 trustful relationship should be established between practitioners and researchers, which may be 
561 more difficult in large-scale projects such as those reported in this review. 

562 The intrinsic motivation of contributing to science, or to tackle intellectual challenges are sufficient 
563 reasons for a lot of volunteered contributors to join crowdsourcing initiatives in science (Reed et al., 
564 2013). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that crowdsourcing projects do not always mean that the 
565 contributors do not receive remuneration for their work (Schenk & Guittard, 2011). In particular, 
566 farmers may need a monetary compensation when the tasks are time-consuming or when potential 
567 loss of production is foreseen due to modifications in the agricultural operations. In any case, 
568 establishing a crowdsourcing platform requires infrastructure and does not result in a costless 
569 operation (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). 

570 An obvious way of increasing farmers’ participation would be to provide them with useful and cost-
571 saving agricultural services. For instance, the success of PlantVillage Image (Hugues & Salathé, 2015) 
572 is based on the fact that farmers are looking for support about plant disease identification and 
573 management. Crowdsourcing projects could also be inspired by examples from agricultural 
574 cooperatives and companies that closely work with farmers. For instance, in yield forecasting using 
575 crop modelling, knowing crucial data such as the date of sowing and observations of phenological 
576 stages largely increases the reliability of the yield estimates (Curnel et al., 2011). As a result, farmers 
577 have to provide this information if they want to obtain reliable yield estimates and predictions. 
578 Similarly, near-real time satellite remote sensing data processing could be improved to deliver more 
579 accurate results for all farmers if some of them provide appropriate data for training in a timely 
580 manner.

581 It is also worth noting that farmers already collect a lot of information in a digital format for their 
582 own purpose in farm management software or for complying with agricultural regulations. For 
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583 instance, beneficiaries of the Common Agricultural Policy in Europe must digitize their field 
584 boundaries in a Land Parcel Information System and report the crop cover in order to get subsidies. 
585 As a result, a large number of digital information already exists but would need to be gathered in 
586 order to be further exploited for research or supplemental services to farmers’ purposes. 

587

588 5.3 Beneficiairies

589

590 Figure 1: Classification of farm/crowdsourcing initiatives. The initiatives are grouped according to the main 
591 beneficiaries they are designed for, and highlighted according to the main contributors participating in the 
592 crowdsourcing of inputs. 

593

594 The farmsourcing projects reviewed in this paper are highly diverse in terms of contributors’ profiles 
595 and beneficiaries. We summarized this diversity in a diagram (Fig. 1) and presented a classification of 
596 crowdsourcing initiatives. This classification in terms of beneficiaries and contributors was made 
597 based on our review of the initiatives but, of course, it may change following the development of the 
598 initiatives, with unforeseen beneficiaries or contributors, or differ according to specific 
599 appropriations of the initiatives by beneficiaries or contributors. Initiatives devoted to the building of 
600 commons, such as weather, soil or geographic data infrastructure, have actually many different 
601 potential end-users (including farmers or scientists), but these are usually not necessarily known by 
602 contributors at the moment of their contribution. However, initiatives designed for the farming 
603 sector directly provide inputs to farming activities, such as an advice taken from a Q&A forum that 
604 helps a practitioner for taking a decision. Other initiatives for the farming sector such as PlantVillage, 
605 Croprotech and Potato Crop Management were specifically designed as practical advisory tools for 
606 farmers, with a crowdsourcing component. Initiatives that benefit to science aim at providing 
607 scientists some inputs for scientific advancements. For instance, it is foreseen that useful 
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608 information about agricultural management, e.g., crop calendar, will be reported to crop scientists 
609 through the Akkerweb platform. 

610 The initiatives that were reviewed in this manuscript were mainly designed by scientists. Some were 
611 specifically dedicated to farmers (e.g., PlantVillage, Potato Crop Management, Pommak) and 
612 attempted to reach them and to engage a win-win relationship between scientists and practitioners. 
613 In this kind of approach, scientists or consultants aimed for contributions by setting an open call to 
614 contributions and providing outputs as a payback for the contributors. Some crowdsourcing 
615 initiatives are based on contributions that were traditionally performed by experimented 
616 professionals, such as field technicians or scientists from extension services collecting field data. If 
617 successful, these farmsourcing initiatives could threaten specific professions, such as those 
618 dedicated to the collection of data in remote areas. However, data collected from field technicians 
619 or scientists from extension services can still remain useful as reference, authoritative data for 
620 validation that could be used to validate larger set of data supplied from practitioners. 

621 An opposition exists between initiatives that aim to benefit to a “commons” and those that benefit 
622 the farming sector, since farming is mostly a private sector activity. The outstanding motivations of 
623 contributors to crowdsourcing of environmental observations that are often reported are the desire 
624 to contribute to environmental conservation achievements, as well as the pleasure to be outdoors 
625 while performing useful observations (Roy et al., 2012; Koerten & van den Besselaar, 2014). The fact 
626 that a farmsourcing approach could rarely be dedicated to the improvement of a “commons” is a 
627 serious drawback for the implication of a potentially large group of contributors (Reed et al., 2013). 
628 This might be the cause of the poorer development of farmsourcing initiatives, together with the 
629 privacy issues discussed hereafter. Nevertheless, there might be initiatives that reconcile these two 
630 goals, such as projects that aim to build an “agricultural commons” (e.g., FarmHack) or to contribute 
631 to agricultural science. Some contributors might be interested in the development of national or 
632 global agricultural data infrastructure, by providing useful inputs for farmers.

633

634 5.4 Economic benefits for farmers
635 We did not find comprehensive studies on the economic benefits of current farmsourcing initiatives. 
636 The rise of so-called big data applications in agriculture, with the collection of data from high-tech 
637 machinery, crowdsourced environmental and remote sensing data shows a huge potential in the 
638 coming future. The collection of environmental and management information is the basis of the 
639 smart farming paradigm (Wolfert et al., 2017) and supports the development of precision 
640 agriculture, which aims at increasing the profitability of farming operations by optimising the use of 
641 agricultural production factors (soil, inputs, machinery, people). However, these new applications 
642 may mostly benefit to large-scale farming and/or to specific crops. For instance, satellite remote 
643 sensing data can be better exploited in areas with large, homogeneous and flat agricultural parcels, 
644 and may not benefit small-scale parcels and mixed crop cover. However, small hand-held or 
645 embedded sensors can still find their place in developing countries where lower field size still allows 
646 non costly equipment to reach the goal of precision agriculture, based on sharing information 
647 through farmsourcing linked to local extension service expertise.
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648 Exchanges of agricultural practices and knowledge are particularly appealing for new farmers or 
649 early-adopters of cutting-edge technologies. Farmers usually make decisions based on their local 
650 knowledge supported by external information. Even though they must be confronted with the local 
651 farming conditions, crowdsourcing-based initiatives such as a forum giving farming advice can 
652 support the decision-making process (Bruce, 2016). 

653 Crowdsourcing may change the selling power in particular of smallholder or specialised farms. For 
654 example, horticultural farmers may benefit from selling their produce to local customers and 
655 markets which may be facilitated by a web-service. When fulfilling a market place role 
656 crowdsourcing works well: middlemen or retailers may be avoided and consumers may have a role 
657 in the way their food is produced. Prices may be set through consumers’ demands, and consumers 
658 may participate in setting the quality of the produce they want, e.g. “la marque du consommateur” 
659 (https://lamarqueduconsommateur.com/).

660

661

662 5.5 Barriers to participation

663 5.5.1 Technical barriers
664 It is widely recognized that successful crowdsourcing projects are designed so that minimal barriers 
665 to participation occur (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). The participation in terms of subscription to 
666 the platform, understanding the protocol, and the way of making the contributions must be fast and 
667 easy, while ensuring a high quality of the contributions. For instance, while user subscription and 
668 login on a web platform is convenient for tracking user contributions, this is often perceived as a 
669 barrier to entry for new contributors. Some projects added “gamification” features to increase the 
670 entertainment of the contributors and also to enable a stimulating competition between 
671 contributors. An outstanding example of a citizen science project that successfully relies on 
672 gamification is FoldIt (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014), where contributors are engaged in a friendly 
673 competition to model the structure of proteins. Contributors’ achievements and performances are 
674 listed as in an online computer game, with user ranking and the possibility of creating teams of 
675 contributors. Nevertheless, technological barriers, such as the absence of internet connectivity, the 
676 lack of access to computer devices or, more simply, the aversion or the disinterest to use ICT tools 
677 are clearly large constraints to the participation in farmsourcing projects. 

678

679 5.5.2 Privacy issues
680 Compared to other environmental crowdsourcing projects, privacy issues may limit the expansion of 
681 crowdsourcing initiatives to the agriculture domain, which may partly explain the bigger success of 
682 environmental monitoring projects with regards to farmsourcing projects. Indeed, there are no or 
683 few privacy restrictions in collecting environmental data such as wildlife observations, even on 
684 private lands. However, when applied to farmsourcing, the contributor might be discouraged to 
685 share data or information from his own private agricultural fields. Similarly, farmers may be troubled 
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686 if they know that collected information about their field or agricultural practices (such as crop type, 
687 application of fertilizers, ...) are available on an open platform. In addition, even if information is 
688 returned anonymously, identification of contributors and/or farmers in geolocalised datasets from 
689 sparsely populated rural areas is easier than in urban environments (Li & Goodchild, 2013). 

690 As discussed by Franzoni & Sauermann (2014), one may distinguish between the openness of the 
691 participation and that of intermediate inputs. Open participation is a prerequisite for most 
692 crowdsourcing systems and it potentially maximises the number of contributors participating in the 
693 project. The openness of the intermediate inputs (such as the crowdsourced raw data) often 
694 benefits the project, as for instance it allows experienced contributors to correct potential mistakes 
695 or errors made by other contributors. Increasing the degree of openness of intermediate inputs also 
696 encourages the contributors to participate, because they can immediately see their contributions. 
697 However, in some situations, the openness of intermediate inputs may be in conflict with some 
698 parties, such as the farmers that may not want personal information about their agricultural 
699 production or practices being disclosed. Therefore, in general, the privacy of sensitive data will need 
700 to be ensured, otherwise farmers will be reluctant to contribute. 

701 As a professional activity, farming generates a lot of sensitive information, such as the crop or animal 
702 production that is often kept secret by both the producer and the company that bought the product. 
703 Since some companies or public-supported extension services are active in farming advices and 
704 decision support, they may enter in conflict with new crowdsourcing projects aimed at providing 
705 free information about farming activities. For instance, a project relying on the community-based 
706 monitoring of crop disease may break the market of current crop disease early-warning systems 
707 based on the monitoring of some fields by experienced agents. At the same time, if companies or 
708 extension services could join the project, they could bring in considerable expertise as well as their 
709 network of observations. As a result, contractual agreements should be conceived between all 
710 parties to avoid potential conflicts (Franzoni & Sauermann, 2014). These agreements may include 
711 the degree of openness of the intermediate inputs and ensure that the privacy of the farmers will be 
712 respected. Data collected from companies or extension services can also find a place in the 
713 mutualisation of their data as reference data aiming to validate large set of lower accurate data as 
714 mentioned earlier.

715

716 5.6 Final recommendations for participation
717 Beyond all these pioneer initiatives currently exploring the field potential, a farmsourcing initiative 
718 would probably require the following elements of a decreasing importance to be attractive to many: 

719  Open participation;
720  Convenience of a fully intuitive interface already proposing all existing data about a given 
721 location or field;
722  Data quality policy;
723  Salience of the service or information provided to farmers, which also include the service 
724 timeliness and its reliability;
725  Trust in data management and security insuring full confidentiality wherever needed;
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726  Legitimacy of the entity supporting the platform;
727  Credibility of the provided information to the farmers or agricultural professionals.

728 The relative importance of these criteria will surely evolve when it comes to a regular sustainable 
729 service. The sustainability is also very dependent on both the information return from the farmer’s 
730 perspective and the sense of belonging to a large community doing better together than alone. For 
731 that reason sustainable farmsourcing initiatives should rather not consider to rely only a one-to-one 
732 relationship even with two-way information exchanges (one data provider – one data user better 
733 and the return) but should rather build on one-to-many relationship in addition to the one-to-one 
734 relationship. Such a more collaborative approach balances the asymmetric situation of the farmer 
735 and matches the increasing interest of the young farmer generation for ICT.

736

737 6 Conclusions and perspectives
738 We analysed crowdsourcing initiatives and discussed major issues related to the use of 
739 crowdsourced contributions in the specific field of agriculture. We defined crowdsourcing as (1) the 
740 realisation of specific tasks or (2) the collection of data, information or knowledge, by a network of 
741 contributors that are not doing so for their normal professional activities. We did not restrict our 
742 search to the term of “crowdsourcing”, as many other concepts such as citizen science, community-
743 based monitoring, citizen sensing, etc., are used to describe initiatives that are related to our 
744 definition. We coined the term of “farmsourcing” as a professional crowdsourcing strategy in 
745 farming activities, in relation to the professional nature of the farming sector. Current crowdsourcing 
746 initiatives were reviewed and sorted in four categories: crowdsourcing of tasks, of local 
747 observations, of data disseminated by sensors and of knowledge. We subsequently identified eight 
748 types of inputs that are or could be generated by farmsourcing and further discussed the ways of 
749 ensuring and controlling the quality of crowdsourced inputs. We reviewed the profiles of 
750 contributors that are active in farmsourcing initiatives and stressed that farmsourcing contributors 
751 are by definition professionals in the farming sector and/or agricultural experts. We addressed the 
752 degree of participation and the different motivations of contributors. The initiatives reviewed in this 
753 paper were highly diverse and could be highlighted according to the beneficiaries who can benefit 
754 from the crowdsourced contributions: they may benefit scientists or the farming sector, improve a 
755 “commons” or they may be a combination of these three categories. This synthesis could be used as 
756 a source of recommendations for elaborating collaborative projects using crowdsourcing in 
757 agricultural research and development. 

758

759 We now summarize the key discussions about the development of farmsourcing initiatives. Some 
760 crowdsourcing and citizen science initiatives outside of the agricultural research domain have 
761 proven to be successful in terms of scientific achievements. In particular, community-based 
762 monitoring of the environment, e.g., crowdsourcing of wildlife observations, was reported to be 
763 highly developed with several projects existing for a long time. We found less successful initiatives in 
764 the field of agriculture. Our analysis pointed to privacy issues in relation to participation, since 
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765 farming is a professional activity in the private sector. This prevents the collection of inputs by 
766 contributors on private lands and decreases the attractiveness for potential users interested in the 
767 contribution to a commons. Nevertheless, some crowdsourcing projects not directly related to 
768 agriculture could benefit to specific agricultural applications, such as weather forecasting systems 
769 based on crowdsourced meteorological observations. The development of specific regulations for 
770 the use of private data will also help to decrease the fear of contributors to share data on web–
771 based platforms that will be made open-access for the development of collaborative initiatives in 
772 agriculture. A first perspective is a technological farmsourcing approach, related to the big data 
773 paradigm, where applications are built upon crowdsourced database (e.g., soil, weather database) 
774 and the gathering of inputs from farm management software. A second perspective is to develop a 
775 more collaborative farmsourcing approach, where farmers share information and knowledge to 
776 improve their farming practices, in close connection with extension services and farm advisory 
777 private companies. There is a long tradition of participatory approaches in agricultural science, 
778 aimed at bridging the gap between scientists and farmers. Benefiting from the increase of ICT in 
779 agriculture, innovative farmsourcing approaches could be designed to increase the participation of 
780 farmers in scientific research. 
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